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Abstract

A tracking program to study (be nonlinear effect of the longi-
tudinal motion tor particles in die circular accelerator has been
written- When the R.F. voltage Vo=l.2MV is used, we find that yT

jump. *T or taster acceleration rate, Y is needed in RHIC. Tbe
simulation result can be understood analytically via the nonlinear
equation of motion. For the yT jump scheme, there is little bunch
shape dilution or deformation in the transition energy crossing. At a
bunch area ot" 0.3 ev-sec/ama. Srf^Q.6 in 30 msec is satisfactory to
eliminate the beam loss and preserve the bunch area. By manipulat-
ing the momentum aperture, y caa be increased substantially at the
transition energy region. To eliminate beam loss. ±0.8% of momen-
tum aperture is needed. On the other hand, when the R.F. voltage is
reduced to 100KV. while maintaining the same acceleration rate,
the bunch survival rate across the transition energy is dramatically
increased. This is resulted from both smaller momentum spread and
longer adiabatic lime at the transition energy region due to the
smaller voltage.

Introduction

It is known that the particles in the circular accelerator experi-
ence many interesting phenomena, e.g. the microwave instability
and nonlinear synchrotron motion at the transition energy region.
There are many accelerators that particles can not avoid the transi-
tion energy crossing. Therefore the stability of particle motion near
the transition energy region is an important problem. For the
microwave instability, the problem arises from the vanishing jyn-
chrorron frequency, which is needed for tbe Landau damping. For
the nonlinear synchrotron motion, tbe problem becomes important
wben the leading linear component vanishes. The nonlinear term
can lead to beam loss and bunch dilution and deteriorate the
performance of the accelerator.'"3 It is interesting to find the
methods of safe passage through the transition energy. There has
been attempt by using the sextupoles distribution to cancel the
nonlinear terms in SPS at CERN,6 and yt jump in CPS7 and AGS.8

Tbe Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), proposed at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, has to accelerate the heavy ions
through the transition energy (vT s 23.4) at a relatively slow
acceleration rate (Y-1.6/sec) due to the slow ramping rate of the
superconducting magnets. The effect of the transition energy
crossing due to the microwave instability has been studied previ-
ously*. It is important also to note that the kinematical mismatch in
(he rf acceleration can also be important in ihe transition energy
crossing. Since the lattice design of RHIC can not avoid the
transition crossing. It is useful to analyze the effect of the transition
energy on the longitudinal beam dynamics.

The paper is organized in tbe following: Section 2 reviews tbe
longitudinal dynamics. Section 3 discusses the tracking result with
the possible solution of yr jump. Section 4 discusses an alternative
solution by using (he available momentum aperture for tbe if
programing. Section 5 discusses tbe effect of tbe rf parameters in
the acceleration process. The conclusion is given in section 6.

Longitudinal beam dynamics

Acceleration of a bunch of panicles in the circular accelerator
is accomplished by passing repeatedly through the localized accel-
erating cavities, where the radio frequency (rf) cavity is synchro-
nize with the circulating particles. The voltage across the accelerat-
ing gap in the if cavity can be expressed as
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where VQ is a slowly varying function of I. and do/dl»h»iiv where n
is integral multiple and ilQ =« 3C/R0 is ihe revolution frequency of
the synchronous particle, here 0c and Ro are respectively ihe
velocity and average orbit radius of the synchronous panicle. The
energy gain per revolution is qeVQ«sin(<|)0), where qe is the cnarge
of the particle. For the non-synchronous panicles, the deviations is
defined as.

where 9Q is azimuthal angle in the machine of the reference angle
measuring positive in ihe direction of motion, or _\0»-tiA6. The
equation for tbe synchrotron motion becomes.
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where r\ is the momentum slip factor,

p dQ -> •.
Q dp

In the lineirlized small amplitude synchrotron motion. Eqs. 1
and 2 are equivalent to a simple harmonic motion expressed as
following:

sin Q,t

w-55 cos Q.t

(4)

(5)

provides that the adiabatic condition is satisfied.

Here a is tbe longitudinal phase space area and £l s is the the
synchrotron oscillation frequency given by

qeV h qeV h T^ cos0(
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where A and y are respectively the mass number of the ions and the
Lorentz energy factor. To obtain a stable synchrotron motion, £ i s in
Eq. (6) must be a real number. Thus when Ibe energy is below the
transition energy, i.e. Y<Yj, T|<0, the synchronous angle <po lies
between [0, it/2). At the energy above the transition energy, the
stable phase angle should be changed to JI - Qo to maintain a stable
motion.

The amplitude of the synchrotron motion is then given by,

a2 qeV h cos$c

(7)

(8)

1/4Note that § - yo/*» T]" 4 and A6 - y'""« rf"" are respectively the
momentum amplitude and bunch length. When y approaches yT, i.e.
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r| - 0, the momentum amplitude of the bunch becomes large and (he
bunch length becomes small. However at 1-0, the transition energy
region, the adiabatic condition is violated. The synchrotron motion
is not described by the simple harmonic motion mentioned above.
When the leading order of r| can be expressed as a linear function
of time t. the synchrotron motion of the bunch is governed by an
ellipse/

• 1 (10)

within the aon-adiabatic lime '.,

B^ti * qeV] coso0| I
Here the coefficients Ajg, AM, and Ajg can be expressed in Bessel
and Neumann functions of the order of 2/3. These coefficients
depends on rf parameters and y » dy/dt and y T . We observe that the
ellipse is rotated at the transition energy region. It is however
important to point out that Eq. (10) neglects the effect of the
nonlinear term in the rf equation.

There are two nonlinear sources in the rf equation. The first
one is the kinematic effect due to the different speed of panicles
within the bunch. The other is due to the design of the accelerator
to be discussed in the following.

For a given circular accelerator, the transition energy is deter-
mined by the lattice closed orbit functions, X. Following Courant
and Synder,' the equation of motion for the off-momentum parti-
cles with momentum p+Ap is given by,

<£x Nn _ Ap
ds: p2 PP

The difference in the path lengths between this orbit and the
reference orbit X=*0 is given by.

(12)
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Using the solution of Eq. (12), i.e..
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Normally, accelerators are designed in such a way that only the ao

term is important in order to optimize the orbital beam dynamics.
Thereby the dispersion function X_»dX/d6, where 8-Ap/p, has
small variation around the accelerator with ao» (R/v) , where
<(J>«R/v is used for the average beta-function. Tfeis leads to the
result that yT « v for most of the machine. Since the nine of the
machine depends on 8, according the chromalicity of the lattice, the
YT depends on the momentum 5 in a similar fashion. Figure 1 shows
the yT of RHIC lattice as a function of 5»Ap/p for P »6m with
chromaticity being adjusted to zero with scxtupoles.

Because of these nonlinearities, Eq. (1) should be replaced by

. ) S (18)

at the transition energy region. The effect of nonlinear terms are
important otly in the transition energy region. The coefficients of
Eq. (18) are given by.

It = - * °-i -YT

and where the coefficients a , ,a , .n , are obtained from the expan-
sion of ihe momentum compaction factor a,

d(R/R0)
a - - j g - - a0(l+o,6+ ) <19)

with av-l/yf
Only two terms, 1 0 and 1,5. in Eq,(18) are important to the

particle motion, unless extremely large bunch area and/or small yT

are encountered. As an example, we consider the RHIC lattice tor
j)*s6m and zero chromaticity. rj, » 1.8/yj at the transition energy
region. Assuming that the rf voltage Vo«l.2MV and >?o=0.04, the
particle distribution would fall within the momentum window of
-.00S< 5 <+.0Q5 for a bunch area of 0.3 evsec/amu of Au beam.
Because of thê  nonlinear term in Eq. (18), T|,5, those particles at
momentum S»6«0.005 change sign while the synchronous particle
at energy y below the transition energy yT by y-yT - -0.9y.rS »
-0.11. When panicles are accelerated from below toward the transi-
tion energy, large momentum particles experienced the effect of the
transition energy crossing while the synchronous particles still -0.11
away from the transition energy. The premature sign change in the
rf equation (18) gives rise to unstable motion. The process can be
characterized by a nonlinear time scale, i S L such teat ri ( T ^ -
71,5 » 0. For RHIC. T), a 1.8/yf we obtain'x^ a 0.9 y^fi

Thus the difficulty involved in the transition energy crossing
lies in the fact that pan of the bunched beam crossed the transition
energy while the stable phase angle $ o has not been jumped. This
lead to the unstable motion for those particles within the time lapse
propertional to toe momentum spread of the bunch. When the
acceleration rate is large, e.g. y»74/sec in ACS, panicles with
unstable phase angle can be recaptured into the stable phase bucket
with certain dilution of the bunch area. When the acceleration rate
is small, these unstable panicles are drifted away from the
retainable bucket area. To eliminate the leading nonlinear term. i.e.
T),a0, a, should be set to -1.2, which corresponds to the chromatic -
ily of 1.3 times the tune of the machine. Such an accelerator would
be difficult to operate. Particle motion under the influence of the
nonlinear equation in the transition energy region shall be studied
in next section with numerical simulation.

Tracking results of the longitudinal phase space

Although analytic estimate can be made to predict the
behavior of panicle motion for Eqs. (18) and (2), analytical solu
lion are not known at present when T| depends on 8 in the compli-
cated way. We choose to simulate the bunch with the Monte-Carlo
numerical calculation. Our tracking code is to solve Eqs. (18) and
(2) in the difference equation with the constraint of simpletic
condition. The rf parameter is taken to be Vo»l.2MV and 9o*0.04
rad., which corresponds to y» 1.6/sec for Au ion or the magnetic
field ramping rate of fi-0.05 Tesla/sec." We assume an initial
Gaussian distribution for the longitudinal bunch. 1000 or more
panicles. Figure 2 shows an example of tracking 1000 panicles
through the transition energy yT'25.4. We found that large percent-
age of beam is lost due to small acceleration rate (y- 1.6/sec).
Figure 3 shows the percentage loss for the Au ion at the accelera-
tion rate (y-1.6/sec) as a function of the phase space area. It is clear
that higher acceleration rate across the transition energy is needed
in order to maintain the beam quality in the longitudinal phase
space. This can be achieved by the transition energy jump, which is
a routine operation in CPS and ACS in the future operation mode.

Figure 4 shows the tracking result in RHIC with yT jump. We
have found that AyT of 0.6 and At-30 msec or equivalently * - 20/
sec can maintain minimum phase space area blow-up and no loss in
the transition crossing. Once the yT jump is employed, the bunch
shape remains undiluted across the transition energy.



Fast transition crossing by increasing * with rf program

A higher acceleration rate through tbe transition energy region
can be reached by using tbe momentum aperture. Since tbe dipole
magnets are ramped at j constant rate of .05 Tesia/sec. the beam
particles under higher acceleration rate will move out into tbe
momentum aperture as Xp°d?.'p. Fortunately the beam size is small
during tbe acceleration period, tbe available aperture may be used
to manipulate [be acceleration rate of tbe bunch. The process goes
like the following: When tbe energy is approaching Y-p the stable
phase angle is increased to 0, and tbe phase then phase jumped to
n-O. at tbe transition energy for tbe total amount of time At. During
tbe time interval of At. tbe acceleration rate is considerable higher.
The bunch will move outward onto a closed orbit with larger
radius. Tbe amount of radius excursion depends on the amount of
time required in tbe fast acceleration period. At. On tbe other hand,
wben At is increased, the effect of the nonlinear term in the rf
equation becomes less important. Based on tbe tbe estimate of
section 2. we find tbat tbe nonlinear term becomes dominate at
ty-YjJ £ 0.1 for phase space area of 0.3 ev-sec/amu. Thus a mini-
mum momentum aperture requirement would be Ap/p—±0.004. One
should however also take into account tbe increase of Ap/p spread
wben n becomes very small (see eq. 7). The aperture requirement
would be increased accordingly. To find out tbe aperture require-
ment, we performed numerical simulation for the longitudinal mo-
tion, according to the fast acceleration process mentioned above.

Figure 5 shows (be particle survival rate vs the time for tbe rf
stable phase equal to e>v where 9, is chosen to be 45°, 60° and 90°
respectively. On tbe top of Fig. 5. we also show tbe aperture
requirement in Ap/p. To reach 98% survival through transition
crossing, tbe beam would make an excursion from -0.8% to +0.8%
during tbe fast acceleration period of time. Since the bunch has ±0.
5% of momentum spread, tbe required aperture would be ±1.3%
during tbe transition energy crossing. It also is interesting to note
that the aperture requirement of Fig. 5 is independent of $ t so long
as $ t is larger than 45°. This indicates tbat tbe remaining loss of 2%
results essentially from the increment of momenium window when
y is approaching YT-

Effect of the rf parameters on the transition energy crossing

As we have discussed in section 2 eq. (18), tbe effect of tbe
nonlinear term becomes more important^ with increasing tbe mo-
mentum width. 5. Eq. (7) indicates thai 5 « (aVghcosfyj)"4. One
method to minimize the effect is to minimize tbe phase space area
of tbe buncb. Figure 2 showed tbe loss rate decrease very fast with
decreasing pbase space area. An alternative method of getting
smaller 5 is to decrease VQ while keeping V os in$ o constant. For
example, using VQ-lA00KV and sin*o-0.48, i.e. same acceleration
rate, would decrease 5 by a factor of 1.9 in comparison with tbat of
V0»1.2MV and sin$o»0.04. At the same time, tbe synchrotron
frequency and bence the growth rate of the unstable motion are
decreased. Tbe nonlinear effect becomes less important. Figure 2
shows also the loss rate, ft seems that YT jump is not needed if tbe
phase space area is less than 0.3 ev-sec/amu.

Including the space charge contribution in tbe calculation, the
loss rate is increased to 2%. However, the phase space area is
diluted to 1 ev-sec/amu above the transition energy. To minimize
the increase of the phase space area and eliminate tbe beam loss,
transition energy energy jump may be used. The tracking results
with the YT jump of A Y T » 0 . 6 within 60msec (2 limes longer than
that discussed in section 3) indicate that the bunch area is preserved
even tbe space change force is included. Because of smaller mo-
mentum spread in the rf scheme with Vo-100KV. a smaller AyT can
be used as well.

Conclusion

We have studied tbe nonlinear longitudinal beam dynamics
around Ibe transition energy region. The phenomena can be charac-
terized by two physical quantities, the nonlinear time, TNL, and the
nonadiabatic lime, TNA. When tbe nonlinear time is large, some

particles in the bunch experience unstable motion and wander
outside tbe stable bucket area. When the nonadiabatic time is large.
the microwave instability becomes more important. Botb of these
effects can be cured by the yT jump scheme or a fast acceleration
across tie transition energy region.
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Fig 1. yT as a function of 5 » Ap/p for RHIC lattice with 13**0.6
and cbromaiicity o.



Fig 2. Particle tracking of longitudial motion for VO»1.2MV
$o*0.04 across Ihe transition energy region. Tne time se-
queuce is first left column from up to down and tben right
column up to down. Each frame is separated by 51 msec.

Fig 4. See the caption of Fig. 2 but with yT jump for
msec.
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Fig 5. Survival through transition crossing is plotted as a function
of fast acceleration time At.

Fig 3. Loss vs phase space area is shown for two rX scenarios.
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